
A Day in the Life of a Snowplow Driver 
 
My phone rang at 4 am.  Jerome in the Streets Department was already at the 
public works yard.  Not long after, I climbed into the cab of a huge snow plow.   
His route is Center Street up Mountain Road to clear the southeast bench areas, 
then the island.  If it has snowed overnight, crews try to get streets plowed between 
4 - 7 am, so folks can get to work and school. 
 
During the winter, Supervisors monitor the forecast, air and road temperatures and 
snow accumulations around the clock.  During big storms plows may be out all 
night to try and stay ahead of the storm and keep roads safe. 
 
The city has ten large plows, divided into six routes.  Their priorities are hills and 
schools, then the rest of the streets.  In a heavy storm, they work in tandem to clear 
priority areas faster.  That day it was snowing lightly with not a lot of snow on the 
ground, so he was working solo which meant making three passes to clear each 
road.  The first pass is down the middle of the street.  He had his blade down and 
sanders running.  Even with just a skiff of snow, the roads “go to black” faster if 
the plow takes that skiff off so the salt works better.   
 
The sanders are really filled with a mixture of red and white salt.  The red salt 
melts ice faster for quick activation, but you also want white salt mixed in to keep 
salt working on the road as long as possible. Traffic driving on a salted road is 
actually good for salt distribution and ice melt. The heat and friction from traffic 
works the salt into a snow or ice-packed road.  So crews adjust the salt mix for the 
day depending on conditions.  Jerome laughed that sometimes he’ll see 
neighborhood deer out licking salt on the road.  
 
Last year Logan spent $105,000 on salt for Logan’s roads, and that was a mild 
snow year.  The cost for our newest snow plow was $230,000.  To buy a new one 
now is likely $325,000. 
 
The sanders on the newer trucks automatically calibrate how much salt to dispense 
based on the speed of the truck.  That helps even out the salt and uses less salt, 
saving money.  Occasionally the trucks, in spite of their weight, will not be able to 



get up a hill, or will slide sideways or down a steep slope.  Some trucks have 
automatic chains that can be deployed around the tires as needed.  The drivers try 
to keep enough weight in the sanders to prevent them from slipping.  They can 
drive for about 1.5 hours before they need to refill..  Sometimes they back up a 
steep slope in an effort to spread salt ahead of them, especially if it’s a place they 
can’t turn around easily. 
 
Driveways:  The drivers send apologies, but there is no way to plow that doesn’t 
push snow into driveways.  In the city, driveways are so close together that if they 
tried to avoid one driveway, they’d simply push more snow into the next drive.  I 
know it’s frustrating to shovel your driveway and come back to a mound of snow 
on the driveway approach, but unfortunately, it’s part of the process.  
 
The plows generally drive about 15-20 mph (it may seem faster because they’re 
big and noisy) but if they’re headed up a steep hill, be aware there’s a chance they 
could slide, or may need to back down and try again if they need more momentum. 
 
 
How you can help the drivers:  

1)  Be patient and don’t follow too closely.   It was garbage day when I went 
for a ride, so Jeremy expertly plowed very close to the cans, swinging out a 
little bit to avoid hitting each one.  He’s concentrating on the cans, so if a 
driver tries to pass, that could cause a problem.  Keep a safe distance and 
follow and you’ll have a nice clear path to drive. That also helps avoid the 
flying salt and allows a driver room for sudden maneuvering. 

 
2) Don’t park on the street.  The bigger challenge is cars parked on the street.  

The plow drivers worry about  hitting or sliding into a car, and don’t like to 
“bury” cars with snow.  Citizens can get frustrated with our winter parking 
rules, which don’t allow on-street parking from midnight to 6 am November 
15 - March 15, but it’s much safer and easier for plow drivers, and allows 
them to do a better job cleaning the streets.  The city permits a few winter 
parking passes for older homes that weren’t built with adequate parking, so 
there are a few cars on the street legally in places, but please park off the 



street (and avoid a ticket) at night.  It’s also a big help if you move cars off 
the street during the day if it’s snowing. 
 

3) To help your neighbors, please keep your sidewalks cleared, and if you live 
near a corner that has an ADA ramp, it would be very kind if you cleared 
that as well.  I’m sure we’ve all seen someone in a motorized wheelchair out 
in the street because they can’t get to the sidewalk. Please pile your 
driveway snow curbside instead of tossing it out in the street. If the snow 
you toss in the road hardens into ice, it can give the plow blade a jolt. 

 
In summary, a big shout out to these crews that start at 4 am and work until the 
roads are cleared so we can get safely where we’re going.  It’s NOT an easy job!  
They generally stop plowing between midnight to 4 am, whenever possible, so 
they can get some regularly scheduled rest, but during storm events, they put in 
lots of hours!  If it’s coming down hard, they may focus on repeating priority areas, 
and will come back later to do residential streets and cul-de-sacs. 

 
The public works department plows the streets, but you might not know our parks 
crews are in charge of clearing snow from 19 miles of city trails, which includes 
sidewalks through parks or adjacent to city property. 
 
Their smaller equipment consists of plows on two four wheelers, two Kubota 
RTV's, two Bobcat Toolcats with 6' snow blowers, and 2 pickup trucks. Most City 
right of ways and bridges are done with walk-behind snow blowers and shovels. 
The on-call guy and his back-up usually come in by 5am to get started on the Rec 
Center before it opens and the rest start at 7 am.  Big storms can take an 8 hour day 
to complete.  
 
Again, a huge thank you to our dedicated employees for their hard work to serve 
our citizens! 
 
 
 
 
 


